
Fall 2012, WRTG 2010 Intermediate Writing Section 45
Instructor: HALSTROM, ADAM (Primary)

University of Utah

There were: 23 possible respondents.
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He was very respectful. He never acted like he was above us. Very fun, helpful and enjoyable. Always available to help. Seemed like he would be willing to
move heaven and earth to help us out. He was without a doubt the best writing teacher I've ever had.

HALSTROM

have better examples. set a time limit when talkingHALSTROM

Professor Halstrom was a very effective instructor because he was very repetative in his lessons. His lessons were very well-thought and the class
discussions helped me understand the material very well. He was always available to his students and he put time and effort in this course. He explained
things very elaborately and clearly so confusion was neglegible.

HALSTROM

easy to talk to, knew his stuffHALSTROM

Fantastic teacherHALSTROM

Favorite Professor so far. So easy to talk to and makes Writing interesting. I have never enjoyed writing but this was my favorite course because of him.
Definitley cool guy and class. You learn a lot too.

HALSTROM

You were one of my cooler professors I had this semester.HALSTROM

Question: Comments, suggestions on instructor performance

have better examples. be more clear on what you want. have the due dates more even.

The best writing course that I've ever taken! A very interactive class with very thought-provoking topics.

Didn't get to implement rhetoric very much and assignments felt bland

Great layed back environment and helped me prepare for college writings.

Nothing adam was a good teacher.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
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